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What will you choose to do?

• With a parent or carer, create a mini erupting volcano using baking soda and 

vinegar. Wow! Take photographs to show how you made it.

• Design a poster to show a volcano’s main features. Make sure you label its 

important parts.• Research a volcanic eruption of your choice (not one you’ve studied in class). 

Produce a fact file about the eruption, including:

a. a sketch map to show its location

b. a description of the eruption

c. an explanation of why it erupted

d. details about the eruption’s impact (both short and long-term).

• Find out why people still live close to volcanoes despite the risks. Think about soil, 

new land, building materials, mineral deposits, hot springs and spas, electricity 

and tourism. Be ready to share your ideas in class.

• What is the Richter scale?
• Imagine you have just survived an earthquake. Write a short story about what 

happened. Make sure you include factual information such as the earthquake’s 

strength. Use geographical words in your account such as tremor, seismic isolator, 

aftershock and epicentre.
• Design an earthquake-proof house. How could you prevent the building from 

collapsing during an earthquake?

• Create a project dictionary that explains key volcano vocabulary in your own 

words. 

Home learning ideas
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Pompeii – AD 79  

The mood in Pompeii was happy and relaxed. Wealthy Romans 

were lounging in their villas and enjoying the warm sunshine. The 

cafés, shops and bathhouses were crowded with people going 

about their daily business. The markets were bursting with busy 

shoppers and the amphitheatre was full of excited spectators, 

ready to cheer on their favourite gladiator. It was just a normal day 

in the Italian town of Pompeii in AD 79. 

Hardly anyone noticed the first faint tremor which gently shook 

the streets of Pompeii at around 1pm. Only a few heard the 

rumblings that signalled the start of the eruption. However, every 

one of the 20,000 men, women and children who lived in Pompeii 

felt the next, violent tremor. They all heard the thunderous blast 

from the volcano and saw the pillar of ash which shot 

from the throat of Vesuvius and rose high into the air. 

Develop pg14/Electronic pg8/Reading 
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English focus: Poetry

Essential Skills Children could...
Programme of study 

Writing
Note down new ideas, 

key words and topic 

specific vocabulary in a 

given planning format, 

with some appropriate 

detail.

Watch video footage of the activity of the world’s volcanoes. Generate words and phrases 

on whiteboards to create a collaborative ‘wordscape’. Does the wordscape reflect the film’s 

events, mood and atmosphere?

Note
Pick out effective use of nouns and adjectives and encourage children to consider more 

effective alternatives, perhaps using a thesaurus as a source. Record words and phrases in 

the shape of a volcano starting with more words at the base and peaking with a single key 

word at the summit!

En W C 1b Discuss and record 

ideas.

Ge HP 1; En W C 3a

Reading 
Identify a few basic 

features of language 

(e.g. use of adjectives 

or powerful words) and 

talk about how these 

contribute to meaning.

Look at examples of poetry about volcanoes, analysing language and rhythms. Read and 

understand the general sense of the poem. Highlight or underline images and words with 

strong connotations as well as examples of rhyme, alliteration, repetition or onomatopoeia. 

Label techniques such as similes, metaphors and word play.

Note
Look at examples of different forms of volcano poetry including narrative poems, acrostics, 

shape poetry, haikus, calligrams and poems that follow a pattern. Discuss poetic devices 

such as imagery, personification, rhyming couplets or monologue.

En R C 1g Discuss words and 

phrases that capture the reader’s 

imagination.

En R C 1h, 2f, 4

Writing
Use generally 

appropriate vocabulary 

with some words chosen 

for effect (e.g. using 

paired adjectives when 

expanding simple noun 

phrases). 

Use images of volcanoes to stimulate ideas and collect words and phrases with a partner. 

Build sentences or couplets which capture the sights and sounds of an erupting volcano. 

Read them aloud to check sense and rhythm.

Note
Encourage children to read their sentences or couplets to a partner and try to improve 

them together. Notes and ideas could be collected in a poetry notebook.

En W C 2a Compose and rehearse 

sentences orally (including 

dialogue), progressively building 

a varied and rich vocabulary and 

an increasing range of sentence 

structures.

En W C 3a, 4, 5

Writing 
Evaluate their 

own and others’ 

writing suggesting 

improvements to 

grammar and vocabulary.

Develop one or two stanzas or verses of the poem from their ideas. Decide on the form 

of the poem from a range of familiar options such as acrostic poems, narrative poems or 

shape poems. Read developing poems aloud both to themselves and to others to assess 

effectiveness. Use at least one suggestion from a peer to improve their poem.

Note
Provide children with dictionaries, thesauri, rhyming dictionaries or internet access to help 

refine and extend their word choices.

En W C 3a Assess the effectiveness 

of their own and others’ writing 

and suggest improvements.

En R C 1c, 1h; Co 5, 7

Handwriting

Join letters appropriately 

in independent writing, 

being aware that capital 

letters do not join.

Refine poems using feedback from peer group. Make a final copy for display using best 

handwriting. Write on fire-inspired papers of different colours and textures. Add collage 

materials, printed images and drawings to make a dramatic, volcanic impact!

Note
Children could take part in a competitive Poetry Slam, reading or reciting their finished 

work to an audience of judges.

En W H 2 Increase the legibility, 

consistency and quality of their 

handwriting.

En W H 1; AD 2

Anak Krakatau, Indonesia 

Tungurahua, Ecuador
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Rock vocabulary 
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What happens when the Earth shakes? In this project, we’ll find out about the dangerous world of natural disasters and 
their deadly effects.

This half term we’ll gather rock samples, find out about different types of rocks and sort them according to their 
properties. By carrying out research, we’ll investigate the Earth’s layers and the location of volcanoes, discovering what 
causes them to erupt. We’ll write powerful poetry inspired by our work on volcanoes. Working as archaeologists, we’ll 
locate Mount Vesuvius on a map and find out what it was like to live in Pompeii during the eruption. Using our model 
making skills, we’ll build earthquake-proof structures and test them out. We’ll also use different modelling materials to 
create a volcano – watch out, it’s going to blow!

At the end of the ILP, we’ll create digital presentations, so you can see all of the exciting things we’ve learned about.

®

ILP focus Geography
English Recounts, historical stories, newspaper reports, poetry
Geography Volcanoes and earthquakes
Art & design Sculpture, photography
Computing Presenting information
D&T Structures
History Ancient Rome – Pompeii
Music Composition
PE Outdoor and adventure challenges
PSHE Topical issues
Science Rocks

Tremors

Help your child prepare for their project
Earthquakes and volcanoes are fascinating forces of nature. Why not research famous earthquakes and volcanic 
eruptions, and plot the locations on a map? You could also hunt for rocks in your garden and sort them into groups by 
their appearance. Alternatively, you could build small structures from recycled materials and test them to see if they could 
withstand an earthquake!
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